
Dungeon 301 

Chapter 301 A Shocking Battle 

“The finals of the National Class Tournament… 

“Both teams – Lu Ziling’s team from Yanjing Hunter University and Lu Benwei’s team from Zhejiang 

Hunter University. 

“The match officially begins!” 

The finals used a team battle method. As soon as they went on stage, Zhao Xiaoqi and Hai Yue took the 

lead and attacked from both sides. 

On the other side, two soldiers in Lu Ziling’s team attacked decisively, preventing Zhao Xiaoqi and Hai 

Yue from rushing into the formation. 

“Lu Benwei, are you sure you’ve made up with your sister?” Lin Feng, who was at the end of the line, 

said timidly, “Don’t let her vent her anger on me because of you.” 

Last night, Lu Benwei and the others gathered to discuss their strategy. 

The match began. Everyone except Lin Feng held back Lu Ziling’s team. Lin Feng tried his best to force it 

out and exhaust Lu Ziling’s energy. 

All in all, Lin Feng was just cannon fodder. 

Lu Benwei smiled and shrugged. “I’m not sure.” 

Lin Feng was stunned for a moment and swallowed his saliva. “Then can I not go and kill her?” 

“Cut the crap. If I tell you to go, then go!” 

Chu Yan ruthlessly kicked Lin Feng’s butt with great force, directly kicking Lin Feng a few meters away. 

Lin Feng used the momentum to fly in front of Lu Ziling. 

Looking at Lu Ziling, who had a powerful aura, Lin Feng wanted to cry but had no tears. He raised his 

head and looked at the sky. “Sis, the weather’s pretty good today!” 

“Little Lu sent you here to exhaust my energy, right?” Lu Ziling smiled. 

“How could that be? Sis, you must be joking.” Lin Feng shook his head like a rattle drum. 

“Don’t talk nonsense, be careful.” Lu Ziling’s eyes focused, and a ball of fire condensed in her right palm. 

The temperature was extremely hot, and Lin Feng, who was four or five body lengths away, felt that he 

was about to be melted. 

“Scorching Earth!” 

Lu Ziling held the blazing flame in her hand and slammed it onto the ground. 

“Boom!” 



Under Lu Ziling’s feet, the vast arena ground was constantly turning fiery red as if lava was flowing on 

the ground. 

“Hot, hot, hot!” 

Lin Feng’s left and right feet, one in front and one behind, kept rising and falling back. The soles of his 

shoes were almost melted from the high temperature at this moment. 

However, Lu Ziling attacked before Lin Feng could finish his counter. Seeing this, Lin Feng hurriedly drew 

out his weapon, a purple longsword. 

“Wave Slash!” 

The powerful sword qi swept through all obstacles, blowing up lava and stones, and swept toward Lu 

Ziling. 

Lu Ziling’s eyes narrowed, and the flames in her right palm danced wildly. She waved it with force, and a 

wall of fire appeared in front of her. 

“Boom!” 

The sword qi and the flame collided, creating a huge wave of heat. 

Lin Feng found it difficult to breathe. Even his eyes were unable to open due to the hot temperature, 

and his vision was limited. 

“No, we can’t go on like this,” Lin Feng muttered to himself, then shouted behind him, “Lu Benwei, find 

a way to clear the lava ground under your feet.” 

Lu Benwei had also noticed that the ground would limit everyone’s strength, so he said to Chu Yan, “Chu 

Yan, I’ll leave it to you.” 

“No problem!” 

When Lu Ziling’s teammates heard this, they all looked at Chu Yan. “Let’s go and stop this elementalist.” 

With that, everyone launched a powerful attack on Chu Yan. 

All kinds of skills merged into one, forming a huge energy ball with great power. Wherever it went, the 

earth rolled, and smoke rose into the sky. 

At this moment, Chu Yan was facing the energy ball and her body was constantly emitting a cold aura. 

“Ice Magic: The Chant of the Snow Goddess!” 

A huge ice sculpture of a goddess appeared behind Chu Yan, singing a loud and ethereal song. 

In an instant, the entire world was covered in ice and snow, and when they met the lava ground, a huge 

amount of water vapor burst out. 

Moreover, the power of the energy ball had been greatly reduced as Hai Yue blocked it. 

The two sides exchanged blows. After one round, neither side had the upper hand. However, the 

audience was shocked, and their eyelids twitched. 



“I thought the captains of both sides were family and the finals wouldn’t be so exciting.” 

“But I didn’t expect Lu Benwei and Lu Ziling to not hold back.” 

“This final match is worth it.” 

At this moment, the two teams began a new round of competition. 

Lu Benwei, who had been silent at the edge of the ring, finally moved. 

“Heavenly Dog’s Wrath!” 

… 

“Slaughter Aura!” 

The four great amplification skills were used together, increasing everyone’s combat power by a large 

amount. 

For a time, everyone’s combat power reached its peak, and they formed strong pressure on the 

members of Lu Ziling’s team. 

Moreover, Lu Benwei, who was the strongest in the team, did not make a move. 

The situation was clear at a glance. 

... 

“It looks like Lu Ziling is going to lose.” 

“With such a big advantage, the champion is likely to be Lu Benwei.” 

“Not necessarily. The opponent’s strongest fighter, Lu Ziling, hasn’t made a move either. Don’t forget, 

the power of her flame skill is almost unparalleled.” 

Just as the audience was discussing, Lu Ziling moved. She condensed a huge ball of fire and waved it out. 

The flames rolled forward, and the high temperature made everyone feel unbearably hot. Their bodies 

were immediately covered in sweat. 

Seeing this, Chu Yan’s eyes flashed. 

With a wave of her hands, a magnificent furnace appeared out of thin air. As the top of the furnace 

opened and closed, a beam of fire that rose to the sky came out and exploded toward Lu Ziling’s ball of 

fire. 

“Boom!” 

The two powerful flames collided, and a huge amount of heat was released, roasting everyone. 

“What’s wrong with Yanyan? How dare she fight with the divine flame woman?” 

In the central control room, Chu Tianxiong was stunned by Chu Yan’s every move. Sure enough, it was as 

everyone had expected. 



... 

Lu Ziling’s flames covered Chu Yan’s flames and even devoured them directly, melting them into an even 

bigger flame. 

“Ocean Magic: Ultimate!” 

Chu Yan was not to be outdone. She seemed to be holding back her anger and in the blink of an eye, she 

used another earth-shattering skill. 

At the end of the horizon, black waves as high as mountains connected the sky. The black waves 

replaced the black curtain and pressed toward the ring. 

The tide flooded the golden mountain, and the divine fire blended with the ocean waves, creating a 

world-shaking scene. 

“Boom, boom, boom!” 

The flames and the seawater merged, and the sound of the collision was like thunder, like the sound of 

an ancient bell being struck. 

However, the power of the divine fire was so strong that the vast ocean water kept pouring in, and in 

the blink of an eye, it turned into white steam. After a while, the tsunami stopped and only Chu Yan, Lu 

Benwei, and Lu Ziling were left in the ring. 

At this moment, the audience’s mouths were wide open, and their eyelids were twitching. 

For a time, neither side knew who would win in this earth-shattering clash of skills. 

Chapter 302 A Huge Collision 

In terms of skills, Lu Ziling was clearly better. However, Chu Yan’s Ocean Magic directly eliminated 

everyone except Lu Ziling. 

Who won and who lost really could not be decided in a short time. Just as everyone was discussing, Chu 

Yan attacked again. 

She took out the furnace once again. Looking at it carefully, there were exotic monsters engraved on it, 

and it was extremely exquisite. 

“Tremble!” 

Chu Yan activated the cauldron. The lid opened and countless bolts of lightning shot out. Its attack 

power was terrifying. 

The surrounding onlookers were all shocked. They all thought that this was a legendary level secret 

treasure, or even a top-tier legendary level treasure. 

Lu Ziling’s eyes were like water, but her aura was very cold. 

In the next second, flames filled the sky, and a fire phoenix cried out from behind her. Divine flames 

were everywhere, and their might was astonishing. The fire phoenix flew and struck the cauldron. 



“Boom!” 

The big cauldron flashed with a clear light and offset Lu Ziling’s attack. 

At the same time, Lu Benwei took a step forward and used his four skills to strengthen himself and Chu 

Yan. 

“Boom!” 

He moved his fists, and the stars exploded. The sky and earth shook, and the power was terrifying. No 

one could guarantee that they could withstand this move. 

However, Lu Ziling relied on her body to resist Lu Benwei’s Myriad Light Fist. 

The fire of the gods erupted, burning the heavens! This shocking aura gave people the illusion that the 

world was engulfed in a raging fire that could destroy all living things. 

“Boom!” 

Countless flames hit the cauldron, and the residual power that erupted scattered the Myriad Light Fist. 

No attack was submissive to its existence, and the world became silent. 

Chu Yan’s beautiful eyes flickered. She raised her arm and used a mysterious secret technique to press 

down on Lu Ziling. 

Lu Ziling resisted with her divine fire, and the mysterious secret technique immediately burned the 

flames to nothing. 

At this time, Lu Benwei and Chu Yan finally realized the horror of the fire of god. 

“This is too terrifying. The temperature alone is enough to make us suffer.” Lu Benwei was drenched in 

sweat. 

Chu Yan’s situation was the same. Large beads of sweat kept dripping down her beautiful face to the 

ground. 

“Chu Yan, use water or ice magic to fight. We can’t compete with fire magic.” Lu Benwei reminded. 

Although Chu Yan was unwilling, she could only accept it. Competing with Lu Ziling’s flames was like 

showing off one’s skills in front of an expert, brandishing a big knife in front of a master! 

At this time, Lu Ziling took the lead. In a flash, the fire phoenix behind her made a long sound that 

resounded through the world. 

“Boom!” 

The divine fire exploded, burning the world until it collapsed and turned into the color of blood. 

The temperature kept rising, and Lu Benwei and Chu Yan felt like their bodies were melting. They could 

not even breathe. 

“Holy Light Shield!” Lu Benwei roared. 



Chu Yan and he were covered in countless white lights, looking very holy. The Holy Key Sage’s light 

bloodline circulated, and the Holy Light Shield helped the two resist the endless divine flames. The two 

of them instantly felt refreshed. 

However, the fire phoenix continued to screech, and flames burst forth, filling the sky in an instant and 

submerging him. 

Lu Benwei used his Lightning Speed and attached it to himself and Chu Yan at the same time. The speed 

of the two suddenly increased. 

Chu Yan did not stay idle either. A staff appeared in her hand, and she gently pointed it. Lu Benwei and 

Chu Yan flew without wings and disappeared in a flash. Then they appeared in the sky, bypassing the fire 

that covered the sky. 

Seeing this, Lu Ziling’s eyes that were flowing with flames shot out a bright light. The fire phoenix 

returned and stood on her palm. Then, it turned into a curved blade. 

“Boom!” 

The flames flowed, and the sharp blade scattered. The scimitar seemed to be able to break through all 

defenses in the world. Its aura was terrifying. 

At the same time, Lu Benwei took out the Ancient Sword of Clarity and slashed at Lu Ziling. 

“Clang! Clang! Clang!” 

This was a great collision of power that shook the heavens and the earth. The stage was instantly 

submerged by an ocean of power, almost boiling! 

“Clang! Clang! Clang!” 

The sword and the fire phoenix scimitar collided, producing a constant clattering sound. 

“Little Lu, not bad. Your sword technique is even more original than mine.” Lu Ziling praised. 

“Of course. Otherwise, I wouldn’t be standing on this stage and fighting you.” Lu Benwei smiled. 

Since defeating Li Tiancheng, Lu Benwei’s sword skills had improved a lot. Now, Lu Benwei could claim 

that he was invincible the same level. 

Lu Ziling knew that she could not linger in the battle, so she blew a wave of high temperature that swept 

everything in the world! 

Lu Benwei’s fists moved, and a meteor-like fist rain fell on the ground. 

The raging fire burned with a terrifying temperature! The meteor fist rain turned into ashes at this 

moment. The ring was broken through and collapsed. Smoke and dust soared into the sky, and rocks 

pierced through the clouds. 

Chu Yan came to help and used an earth magic spell. The flying soil and stones condensed at this 

moment, forming a huge mountain that stretched from heaven to hell. 

“Boom!” 



The mountain pressed down on Lu Ziling, and the sound was deafening. One could imagine the power 

showcased by her. 

Lu Benwei also used the Mountain Sea Seal to form a mountain that smashed toward Lu Ziling. 

Lu Ziling’s eyes were blazing with fire. She waved her arms, and two beams of flames spiraled, 

burrowing into the two mountains like a python. 

“Boom, boom, boom!” 

In an instant, the mountain collapsed, the earth shook, dust rose, and the earth and rocks crumbled. 

... 

Lu Benwei and Chu Yan were instantly submerged and flew back several meters. 

Lu Ziling’s situation was the same. The aftershock of the mountain’s explosion sent her retreating. 

The audience was dumbfounded, and their mouths twitched. 

“Didn’t we agree that Lu Benwei and Lu Ziling are siblings? Why are both sides so ruthless?” 

“That’s good too.” someone laughed. “We can watch an earth-shattering battle without any 

reservations.” 

At the same time, the two sides began to confront each other. 

“Little Lu, just give up. Don’t even think about the giant stone tablet,” Lu Ziling shouted coldly, not giving 

Lu Benwei any face. 

“Why?” Lu Benwei still did not understand. “This is the only hope to save you. I know that the Giant 

Kingdom is dangerous, but we can go in together. You’ve seen my strength. I’m no longer the child who 

followed you for candy when I was younger.” 

“You’re too naive,” Lu Ziling said, “The Giant Kingdom isn’t as simple as you think. Even if I get the giant 

stone tablet, I’ll destroy it as soon as I can and cut off your thoughts.” 

“No!” Lu Benwei roared, and the Ancient Sword of Clarity hummed. The destructive sword light was 

monstrous as it struck Lu Ziling. 

Lu Ziling was well prepared and had clearly assessed Lu Benwei’s combat power. She knew that the 

Divine Sword of Destruction could not be resisted. 

... 

Thus, divine fire appeared under her feet, and her speed increased. Every step she took left a footprint 

in the air, and she dodged out of the attack range of the Divine Sword of Destruction. 

Chapter 303 Out of Control 

“Boom!” 

The destructive sword light of the Divine Sword of Destruction rushed over and blasted a huge hole in 

the arena. It was so deep that one could not see the bottom, and its power was extremely terrifying. 



The audience’s scalps went numb, and they could not imagine the outcome of Lu Ziling taking this move 

head-on. 

However, at this moment, Lu Ziling triggered the fire of god, and unparalleled flame energy erupted. 

“Divine Fire, explode!” 

In an instant, the beams of light from the sun, moon, and stars gradually dimmed. The sky and the earth 

began to tremble as divine flames poured out. Their power was extremely terrifying and simply couldn’t 

be measured. 

Between heaven and earth, flames were everywhere. They were so dense that they formed a net of fire 

that covered everything. 

A huge net fell silently, covering the sky and the sun. Everyone had nowhere to hide. 

Lu Benwei’s eyes flickered as he activated another killing skill with Chu Yan. 

“Myriad Light Fist!” 

“Lightning Magic: Evil Flame!” 

A star the size of a millstone appeared. With a crackling sound, it blasted out countless purple lightning 

bolts that destroyed all disasters. 

Lu Benwei’s body was also covered in lightning, and his eyes turned blue and white, like the god of 

thunder. 

“Boom!” 

The lightning that wrapped around Lu Benwei rapidly expanded and struck upward. 

Lightning filled the sky, and the flames of the gods burned everything. The entire arena became a sea of 

lightning and fire. 

If the fire of god was the law of fire, it could burn everything in the world. Then the combined attack of 

Lu Benwei and Chu Yan was the law of thunder and lightning, shattering everything in the world. 

“Boom!” 

The earth-shaking collision destroyed everything. 

Lu Benwei used the Holy Light Shield and hid behind it with Chu Yan to block the blast. 

However, Lu Ziling was affected by the shockwave of the explosion and was sucked into an energy 

vortex, constantly being torn apart. 

“Fire God’s Dance!” Lu Ziling let out a low cry, and her body was covered in flames. 

Everyone’s eyes were wide open as they watched Lu Ziling turn into a ball of fire and escape the 

shockwave of the explosion. 

Only one person had cold sweat on his face, and his face gradually darkened. He was the principal of 

Yanjing Hunter University and Lu Ziling’s mentor, Chu Zhenhua. 



“What’s wrong, old Chu?” 

On the side, Chen Yuan crossed his legs and lazily raised his eyebrows. 

“Nothing… I’m fine,” Chu Zhenhua said with a sigh of relief when he saw that Lu Ziling was fine. 

At this moment, Lu Ziling blasted out large balls of divine fire, attacking Lu Benwei and Chu Yan. 

The power of this divine flame was much stronger than before, and the advantages and disadvantages 

of both sides were instantly reversed. Chu Yan and Lu Benwei fell into an extremely passive situation. 

“Star Critical Strike!” 

Chu Yan held a staff in her hand and gently hit the ground. A cross-shaped crack appeared in the sky. It 

was the star shattering. 

“Buzz, buzz, buzz…” 

One after another, cross-shaped cracks appeared, and stars were constantly shattering. The continuous 

attacks exploded with endless star power. 

“Bang!” 

This was a shocking collision. The tongues of divine fire burned everything in the world while colliding 

violently with the vast power of the stars. The residual power of the explosion once again swept in all 

directions and swept through all obstacles. 

Resplendent! 

Scorching hot! 

The two extremely dazzling lights kept clashing. The arena had already become a singularity of the Big 

Bang, and all kinds of wonderful explosive phenomena were happening here. 

The faces of the Furious Dragon Legion members responsible for setting up defensive shields turned 

green. A level-50 divine flame woman and a level-45 elemental oracle could use skills comparable to 

that of a level-60 or 70 powerhouse. 

It forced their defensive shield to the strongest, and at the same time, they were still increasing their 

manpower. 

On the other side, Chu Zhenhua’s face turned green, and his heart kept beating faster. 

“Old Chu, are you hiding something from us?” Chen Yuan also felt that something was wrong. 

“It’s very likely that Ziling is going to lose control.” The corners of Chu Zhenhua’s mouth twitched. 

“What?” 

Chen Yuan’s eyes widened, and he swallowed his saliva. 

“Old Chu, what do you mean? Speak clearly.” 



“It means that Lu Ziling’s body might not be able to withstand the divine fire anymore. The divine fire is 

going to take over her body.” Chu Zhenhua roared. 

“You also know that the divine fire has intelligence. For so many years, it has been fighting with Lu Ziling 

for control. Fortunately, Lu Ziling’s biological parents placed a seal in her body to help her suppress the 

backlash of the divine fire.” 

Chen Yuan’s expression changed, and he blinked his eyes crazily. “And then? How can you be so sure 

that Lu Ziling can’t suppress the backlash of the divine fire?” 

Chu Zhenhua paused and said in a deep voice, “You can use that seal as a cage. Every time Lu Ziling uses 

a bit of energy, it will open a bit, and then close again. In other words, the more power Lu Ziling uses, 

the more the sealed door will be opened. There will be a time when the divine fire will break through 

the seal.” 

Chen Yuan’s face turned pale. 

“Then why are we wasting time? Inform Commander Chu to stop the match,” Chen Yuan said as he and 

Chu Zhenhua walked toward the central monitoring room. 

Anyone with a discerning eye could see that Lu Ziling had already unlocked more than half of the seal. 

Time waited for no one. If the match continued, the divine fire would erupt, and the entire Li City would 

be turned into a sea of fire. 

However, at this time, the ring had turned into a sea of fire, drowning Lu Benwei and Chu Yan. 

... 

Moreover, the two of them noticed that something was wrong. Lu Ziling’s attacks were extremely 

terrifying and even threatened the lives of Lu Benwei and Chu Yan several times. 

At this time, Lu Ziling’s strange cry came from the sea of fire, which was very terrifying. 

“Godly Fire, Eternal Fire!” 

“Boom!” 

Instantly, the sea of fire turned into an ocean of fire, and a firestorm crushed everything. The terrifying 

temperature twisted the space, and everything was turned into ashes. 

“Holy Light Shield!” 

Lu Benwei was shocked and used his two most powerful defensive skills to help him and Chu Yan resist 

the endless sea of fire. 

“Ocean Magic: Ultimate!” 

Chu Yan also used a killer move to extinguish the flames. 

However, under the attack of the divine fire, not only was the Holy Light Shield like paper, but the 

endless waves also instantly turned into nothing when they hit the fire. Not even a trace of white steam 

was left. 



At this moment, Lu Benwei and Chu Yan only had the Holy Light Shield left, which was struggling to 

support them. The two of them were being roasted and their sweat was pouring down like rain. 

... 

Lu Ziling’s figure emerged from the flames. The divine flames were monstrous, and her hair danced with 

the flames. Red blood flowed in her eyes, and every blood vessel in her body seemed to be flowing with 

magma. 

She stepped on the flames as if she had just been reborn from hell. 

Chapter 304 Bronze Temple Shows Its Might 

At this moment, everyone noticed that something was wrong. 

The scorching temperature of the divine fire penetrated the protective shield, burning everyone to 

unbearable heat. Many in the audience could not withstand the scorching temperature and faint. 

In the central control room, Chu Tianxiong and the other members of the Furious Dragon Legion also felt 

extremely hot, and they were sweating like rain. 

If it was just the outer layer of the defensive barrier, one could imagine the temperature on the stage. 

“What’s going on?” Chu Tianxiong wiped the sweat off his forehead, realizing that something was 

wrong. 

It was at this moment that Chu Zhenhua and Chen Yuan barged in and shouted in unison, “End the 

match! End the match!” 

“What’s the matter, principals?” Chu Tianxiong asked. 

“The divine fire is going out of control. Commander Chu, we’ll have to trouble you to help us! Suppress 

Lu Ziling!” Chu Zhenhua said. 

Chu Tianxiong’s face changed slightly, and he said, “No problem.” 

“Hurry up!” Chu Tianxiong ordered, “Evacuate the crowd. First level alert!” 

“Understood!” 

The members of the Furious Dragon Legion responded loudly, then ran to the audience and began to 

evacuate the venue. 

Chu Tianxiong, Chu Zhenhua, and Chen Yuan also came to the outside of the defensive shield to observe 

the situation in the ring. 

The arena had turned into a sea of fire. Countless tongues of fire swept across and destroyed everything 

in their way. 

Lu Benwei activated his double origin level bloodline and blocked the attack with Chu Yan. 

The godly fire completely engulfed Lu Benwei and Chu Yan. 

” Ten Thousand Lightning Killing Formation!” 



Lu Benwei used his most powerful killing move to resist the monstrous fire. 

“Boom, boom, boom!” 

Endless thunder and lightning rumbled, and the destructive sword light broke through the sky, 

destroying everything in the formation and breaking through balls of divine flames. 

The lightning entered the sea and the flames raged. It was like the end of the world. The sky dimmed 

and the earth shattered. 

“Mountain Sea Seal!” 

“Ocean Seal!” 

Lu Benwei and Chu Yan, one activated the mountain and the other madly waved the ocean energy. 

The mountain pressed down, extinguishing the divine flames one after another! 

The ocean waves continued to beat the ground, trying to lower the temperature as much as possible, 

creating a good living environment for the two. 

“Ziling, it’s me. Wake up!” Lu Benwei already knew that Lu Ziling had lost control and kept shouting at 

her. 

However, all of this was useless. The divine fire had already taken over Lu Ziling’s mind, and she was as if 

operating like a puppet. 

“Divine Fire, Heaven-burning Holy Fire!” 

The fire spread and devoured the world, engulfing everything and turning them into ashes! 

When Lu Benwei saw this, he heavily smashed the mountain toward Lu Ziling. 

“Boom!” 

Suddenly, the earth shook, boulders rolled down, the sky collapsed, the earth caved in, and smoke and 

dust rose into the sky. 

Outside, Chu Tianxiong praised, “It’s only been a week since I handed him over. His proficiency has risen 

to A-level. He’s able to carry a mountain while walking. This kid is really a genius.” 

As soon as he finished speaking, a soldier of the Furious Dragon Legion jogged over. “Commander Chu, 

the audience has been evacuated. Please instruct us on the next step.” 

“Activate the defensive shield, leave this to me,” Chu Tianxiong ordered. 

“All members of the Furious Dragon Legion, evacuate all the civilians from the city.” 

“Evacuate the entire city? Could it be that the entire city will be affected because of Lu Ziling?” The 

soldier’s eyes widened. 

Chu Tianxiong’s expression was grave. “The explosive power of the divine flames cannot be 

underestimated. I’ve personally witnessed the entire city being destroyed by the divine flames.” 



“Yes!” When the soldier heard this, he did not dare to delay any further. He turned around in a panic 

and carried out Chu Tianxiong’s order. 

“Principals, I’ll have to trouble you.” 

“It’s our honor to fight alongside the national pillar of the Dragon Kingdom!” Chen Yuan agreed. 

The defensive shield was shut down, and a monstrous flame instantly soared into the sky. The tongues 

of flame wreaked havoc and destroyed everything in the arena. 

“Magic: Time Stop!” 

Chen Yuan drew a circle with one hand, and a huge clock appeared out of thin air, covering the flames 

on the entire ring. 

The fire had slowed down a lot, which bought time for the Furious Dragon Legion to distance itself from 

the crowd. 

“Commander Chu, you and Principal Chu can do whatever you want. I’ll take care of this!” Chen Yuan 

said in a deep voice. 

As soon as he finished speaking, Chen Yuan spat out a large mouthful of blood. It was a terrifying sight. 

The two of them were shocked. How could this happen for no reason? 

“Old Chen, what’s wrong?” Chu Zhenhua was just about to ask when he suddenly felt a powerful suction 

from the sky. The blood in his body boiled violently, and he felt an invisible and powerful force sucking 

out his blood. 

Chu Tianxiong raised his head and looked over, his eyes immediately filled with anger. 

“Blood Monster Clan, how dare you break into this place?!” 

In the sky, many bat-like monsters flapped their wings and looked at the people on the ground with 

ridicule. They were one of the 72 monster clans. 

The 72 monster clans were further divided into five royal clans, three royal clans, and two ancestral 

clans. 

... 

The Blood Monster Clan was the descendant of the five royal clans. Every member of the blood demon 

clan was born with the strength of a level-40 hunter. 

Moreover, they could improve their strength by constantly cultivating and feeding on human blood 

essence. They had once turned human cities into blood seas one after another. 

It was obvious that a scheme was being played out here. 

Chu Tianxiong had no way of knowing. However, he only had one goal now, and that was to exterminate 

the entire Blood Monster Clan. 

“Elemental Storm, Star Shatter!” 



The elements exploded, turning into stars one after another, erupting with unparalleled power. 

The flames from the explosions flickered continuously and merged into one. Countless blood monsters 

were blown into pieces. 

“Blood Monster Clan!” Chu Tianxiong shouted as he rose into the air, “I, Chu Tianxiong, am here. I’ll give 

you three seconds to get out of the city. Otherwise, I’ll destroy everything!” 

However, in the next second, Chu Tianxiong was stunned. 

The entire Li City had turned into a sea of blood, and countless bloodlines were wreaking havoc on every 

street. 

On the ground, screams continued. Countless people had been sucked dry by the blood monsters. 

... 

Chu Tianxiong looked at this hellish scene and was furious. All sorts of elemental energy circulated his 

body. 

The power of the elements manifested into a true god, and then into a huge sword, which slashed 

down. 

“Boom!” 

An elemental storm swept through the area, and the giant sword swept through everything, covering 

half of Li City. 

Countless blood monsters were cut into pieces, and half of the city was covered in a bloody mist. The 

smell of blood was extremely strong. 

“Blood Monster Clan, the Furious Dragon Legion will never forgive you for what you’ve done today!” 

Chu Tianxiong roared. His heart ached as he watched his people fall into pools of blood one after 

another. 

However, at this moment, sinister and terrifying laughter resounded through the city. 

“How arrogant of you, Commander Chu. You want to exterminate all the elites of our Blood Monster 

Clan?” 

Chapter 305 Blood Monster Emperor 

“Swish!” 

A blood-colored vortex appeared in the sky. 

A young man with an extremely demonic appearance slowly emerged from it. His eyes were as red as 

blood as he mocked Chu Tianxiong. His blood-red mouth opened wide, and his sharp fangs flickered with 

a piercing cold light. 

“Blood Monster Emperor?!” Chu Tianxiong’s eyes widened in anger. 

!! 



As soon as he finished speaking, a light bomb that was condensed with rich elemental power blasted 

out. He was not merciful at all. 

“Boom!” 

An earth-shattering explosion occurred. The Blood Monster Emperor Chu Tianxiong had mentioned had 

his palms pressed together to resist this move! 

The thick smoke dispersed, and the emperor was unscathed! 

“Is this how you humans treat your guests?” The Blood Monster Emperor laughed mockingly. 

“You’re giving me a taste of such a powerful skill right from the start? Let’s sit down and discuss the 

conditions, how about it?” 

Chu Tianxiong clenched his fists so tightly that his nails dug into his flesh. However, at this moment, his 

anger had drowned the excruciating pain in his flesh. 

“Blood Monster Emperor, you’ve killed so many of my comrades, and you still want to negotiate with 

me? In your dreams!” 

Chu Tianxiong did not hide his killing intent. He wanted to wipe out all the Blood Monster Clan. He 

charged up, and a dazzling light shone from between his brows! 

“Elemental Storm-nine-colored Holy Flame!” 

This was a multi-colored flame that was driven by the fire element and assisted by the power of the 

eight elements. It was extremely dazzling and instantly covered the sky with nine-colored sacred flames. 

Who was the Blood Monster Emperor? He was the leader of one of the 72 monster clans, the Blood 

Monster Clan. At the same time, the Blood Monster Emperor was a high-level lord, at level 95! 

Moreover, this data had been passed down for many years. As early as 20 years ago, the Blood Monster 

Emperor had already reached this level. Furthermore, monsters’ combat strength increased much faster 

than humans. Now that so many years had passed, how much had the Blood Monster Emperor’s 

strength increased? 

With a wave of his hands, a blood-colored vortex appeared, swallowing the nine-colored holy flames in 

the sky. Not a single flame was left. 

“It’s really delicious!” the Blood Monster Emperor licked his lips and said teasingly. 

Chu Tianxiong was not surprised by this. He rushed into the sky and pounced toward the Blood Monster 

Emperor! 

The Blood Monster Emperor let out a strange roar, and the two blood monsters of extremely high levels 

attacked together with him, intending to kill Chu Tianxiong. 

The combined power of the three was unparalleled, and no one could resist it. However, Chu Tianxiong 

was not afraid at all. He used all sorts of elemental powers to attack. 

“Boom!” 



“Swish!” 

Endless elemental power flew in unison, and colorful clouds appeared, like meteors in the sky, covering 

the sky and the earth as they crashed toward the three. 

The Blood Monster Emperor made his move. He crossed his hands like a hammer and smashed them 

toward Chu Tianxiong. 

A blood-red light slashed toward Chu Tianxiong, splitting apart an endless elemental storm that surged 

in all directions. 

Chu Tianxiong’s fists moved, and the sound of thunder rumbled. The power was incomparably great and 

could be said to be heaven-defying. No great killing technique could compare to it. 

Chaotic clouds scattered as the earth-shaking residual power from the collision between the 

thunderbolt and the blood light slash instantly enveloped the entire city. Its power could not be 

measured by numbers alone. 

At the same time, Lu Benwei and Chu Yan also noticed the strange situation outside. 

“It seems like a monster invasion,” Lu Benwei said as he defended against Lu Ziling. 

Lu Benwei frowned slightly and felt that things were not that simple. 

At this time, Lu Ziling attacked again. The fire of god was endless, covering the sky and the sun. 

Lu Benwei did not have time to think about it. He clenched his fists, and endless star power shot out. 

“Boom!” 

“Swish!” 

Chu Yan also helped. All kinds of elemental power flew out, making her look beautiful. The two of them 

worked together to resist the divine fire. 

However, a strange phenomenon suddenly appeared. The divine fire became scarlet red, like a world-

destroying Monster King, breathing and spitting out world-destroying flames. 

Lu Benwei and Chu Yan were stunned. They did not expect Lu Ziling to have such a skill. 

“Something’s not right. There’s a monster’s aura!” 

Lu Benwei activated the Eye of Insight and detected that there was a monster playing tricks after the 

divine fire. 

[Blood Demon Clan] 

[Level: 55] 

[The grandson of the Blood Monster Clan is less than one year old, but he’s extremely talented. It’s a 

fact that he’ll become the Blood Monster Emperor of the next generation!] 



Lu Benwei read the Blood Monster’s information and could not help but take a deep breath. He was not 

even a year old, but his level was already so high. In time, he would become a peerless great monster 

that could harm a region. 

At this moment, the Blood Monster revealed himself. His height and body shape were no different from 

Lu Benwei’s. It was hard to imagine that he was only one year old. 

When the Blood Monster saw Lu Benwei and Chu Yan, he sneered, and his big blood-red eyes shot out 

two terrifying blood-red lights. 

Lu Benwei held the Holy Light Shield and tried to block. 

“Boom!” 

The blood-red light was invulnerable and instantly disappeared. 

The Blood Monster was stunned. He did not expect the human in front of him to be so capable. Licking 

his lips, he looked at Chu Yan again and his eyes became lustful. 

“You’re really a pretty little beauty. Come into my arms.” The Blood Monster laughed lecherously. 

Chu Yan was furious. She attacked the Blood Monster with her lightning magic. 

The Blood Monster became even more excited, thinking that this was Chu Yan’s futile resistance. 

... 

However, he had taken it for granted. The evil flame lightning was extremely destructive to all evil things 

in the world. 

The moment the Blood Monster used his hand to block, he knew how powerful she was. 

The evil lightning was like a plague, eroding every nerve in his body. The excruciating pain made him 

retreat. However, he was not angry. Instead, he laughed and said, “Interesting.” 

After a pause, the Blood Monster looked at Lu Benwei and said, “That human man, I’ll give you a chance 

to leave your corpse intact. Tie this little girl up, wash her clean, and present her to me. I can leave your 

corpse intact.” 

Lu Benwei immediately sneered. “Little wimp, have you grown all your hair?” 

“You!” The Blood Monster was furious. “How arrogant!” 

A blood-red light slashed out, surging in all directions with unstoppable momentum! 

Lu Benwei’s destructive sword light roared! 

“Boom!” 

The earth-shattering collision caused a destructive aura and the smell of blood to fill the air. The entire 

competition venue was like purgatory! 

Without the defensive shield, the destructive power of the skills of both sides increased to another 

level! 



... 

Chu Yan was not to be outdone. A bright light flashed between her eyebrows and shot out a beam of 

light full of life energy, causing considerable damage to the Blood Monster. 

The Blood Monster’s face twisted in anger! 

“Grandpa, save me!” 

Lu Benwei was stunned. He did not expect the Blood Monster’s counterattack to be shaking people! 

Chu Yan almost laughed out loud and bit her lips until they turned purple. 

In the sky, the Blood Monster Emperor heard the Blood Monster Prince’s call. His eyes narrowed, and 

his expression changed slightly. 

“Commander Chu, please forgive me for disturbing you today. I’ll take my leave!” 

After saying that, the Blood Monster Emperor clenched his fist in the air, and two blood-red lights rose 

from the main venue and entered his hand! 

Chapter 306 A Conspiracy 

Chu Tianxiong saw that the Blood Monster Emperor was about to escape. 

“Blood Monster Emperor, do you think you can come and go as you please in the territory of the human 

race?” Chu Tianxiong coldly shouted; his voice filled with anger. 

The Blood Monster Emperor ignored him. He waved his hand, and a blood-red vortex appeared in the 

sky. 

Chu Tianxiong gestured with his hands, and endless elemental power burst forth, covering the sky and 

earth as it blasted toward the Blood Monster Emperor. 

This was a shocking attack. All kinds of elements danced wildly including the life fluctuations of the 

jungle, the raging waves of the vast ocean, the flames that burned the world… 

If the Blood Monster Emperor did not block it, he would be seriously injured! However, if he tried to 

block it, he would not have time to escape! 

This was a human territory, and there would be endless reinforcements coming. The current situation 

was the best proof. 

The army stationed in Li City had already arrived. The province where Li City was located also had an 

army second only to the Furious Dragon Legion. The commander and members of the army were also 

constantly rushing over. 

However, the Blood Monster Clan’s plan had already succeeded, and there was no need for them to put 

up any unnecessary resistance. 

“Blood Monster Clan, retreat!” the Blood Monster Emperor shouted, and his voice reverberated 

throughout the entire city! 



“Hmph, you want to escape? Lightning!” 

Chen Yuan had already noticed the situation and made a move. The majestic lightning struck upward 

with an overbearing might! 

At the same time, Chu Tianxiong’s elemental storm continued to roar and attack the Blood Monster 

Emperor! Moreover, more and more human powerhouses rushed over and attacked the Blood Monster 

Emperor. 

The Blood Monster Emperor let out a strange roar, and his eyes burned with anger. 

“Bloodline Attraction!” 

In an instant, all the corpses in the city were sent flying. There was also an invisible chain that bound 

every corpse, squeezing out their blood ruthlessly, forming huge balls of blood. 

“Pfft!” 

The blood ball exploded, and a blood-red demonic light burst out, shooting toward everyone who tried 

to attack him. 

“Boom, boom, boom!” 

Everyone did their best to resist, and the monstrous blood light surged in all directions, dyeing the sky 

blood-red. 

However, the Blood Monster Emperor was too powerful. Other than Chu Tianxiong, everyone else was 

sent flying. 

Fortunately, the Blood Monster Emperor was frozen in place. He was furious. One by one, the blood 

balls exploded, and blood-red demonic light burst forth, blocking every human expert. 

Chu Tianxiong had wanted to continue his pursuit, but seeing his comrades suffer one after another, he 

had no choice but to step aside and help them resist the blood-red demonic light. As a result, it was a 

little difficult to pursue the Blood Monster Emperor. 

Just as Chu Tianxiong was hesitating, the sky was filled with violent thunder and lightning. A destructive 

aura came from all directions. 

“Ten Thousand Lightning Killing Formation!” 

Lightning and thunder shot out continuously, bombarding every Blood Monster. 

However, the goal of the myriad thunder killing formation was not to exterminate the Blood Monster 

Clan, but the blood-colored vortex that could allow them to escape. 

Lu Benwei activated the Ten Thousand Lightning Killing Formation and attacked the blood-red vortex. 

The violent collision caused chaotic clouds to fly through the sky. The blood-colored vortex was 

shattered, and the only escape route for the Blood Monster Clan was destroyed. 

The Blood Monster Emperor was furious. His body grew a hundred times larger, and his face became 

more ferocious. 



“Where did this human brat come from? How dare you dream of going against me!” 

Lu Benwei’s face was extremely cold, and his eyes shot out a sharp light as if he had a deep hatred for 

the blood demon clan. 

The Blood Monster Emperor shuddered violently. He had never thought that a human kid would have 

such an imposing manner! 

“Human brat, you’re looking for death!” The Blood Monster Emperor roared and clenched his fists in the 

air. Blood-red demonic light shone from the sky onto the ground. 

“Swish!” 

The blood-red demonic light was like a sharp sword, piercing through the entire city and sweeping 

toward Lu Benwei. 

Everywhere it went, it was a mess of collapse, dust, and building debris flying. 

Lu Benwei’s eyes were bloodshot as he used his destructive divine sword again and again, but the blood-

red demonic light did not disperse at all. 

Seeing this, Chu Tianxiong extended a helping hand. All sorts of elemental powers flew out, and the 

colorful lights were constantly bombarding the area. 

“Boom!” 

The earth-shattering explosions were the explosions of various elements. 

The Blood Monster Emperor roared as his body was severely damaged. 

“Chu Tianxiong, you’ve forced me to do this!” 

In the next second, the Blood Monster Emperor opened his blood-red mouth and spat out a cloud of 

blood-red fog. Without a sound, it blocked Chu Tianxiong’s way. It instantly covered the entire sky and 

the entire city below. 

Chu Tianxiong roared, “My comrades! Follow me and block this attack! Protect the people of Li City!” 

Everyone responded one after another, doing their best to resist the world-destroying blow. 

“Swish!” 

All kinds of power collided with the demonic energy, creating ripples in the air that spread continuously, 

stirring up the world. The sun, moon, and stars appeared at the same time, and then immediately 

dimmed. 

Just the aftershock of the attack was enough to turn all the skyscrapers in Li City into ashes. Countless 

people in the city were either dead or injured. It could be said to be a scene from hell. 

Chu Tianxiong looked down at the hellish scene, his heart trembling. 

“My fellow citizens, go and save the people. I, Chu Tianxiong, swear to kill the Blood Monster Emperor 

today,” Chu Tianxiong said in a low voice. 



All the reinforcements nodded. 

As the national pillar of the Dragon Kingdom, Chu Tianxiong’s strength was self-evident. 

As an upper Monster King, the Blood Monster Emperor’s strength was not to be underestimated. The 

earth-shattering battle between the two of them would destroy the entire city. 

If they were here, they would only be a burden. 

“Commander Chu, be careful!” 

Everyone said a few words of advice and joined the rescue team. However, there was one person who 

could not leave. 

“Lu Benwei, you should also leave! You won’t be of any help here!” Chu Tianxiong roared. 

However, Lu Benwei turned a deaf ear to it and was already filled with anger. He formed a seal with his 

hands, and in an instant, a great mountain rose from the ground. It was extremely magnificent, and it 

was many times larger than any other he had formed before. It occupied nearly a quarter of the city. At 

the same time, the vast ocean waves crashed and filled the entire sky. 

Lu Benwei held onto a corner of the mountain and crashed into the Blood Monster Emperor. The ocean 

waves rolled, and countless huge waves crashed forward at the same time. 

Chu Tianxiong was shocked. He had only taught him a few days ago, but he had already raised his 

proficiency in the Mountain Sea Seal to such a level that he could move mountains and guide the sea to 

the heavens. His talent was truly amazing. 

However, this was not the time for Chu Tianxiong to praise him. Lu Benwei simply did not have the 

strength to compete with the Blood Monster Emperor, and only death awaited him. 

It was at this moment that Chu Yan arrived. 

“Father, stop the Blood Monster Emperor! He has captured Lu Ziling!” 

Chu Tianxiong was dazed. 

All this while, he could not understand why the Blood Monster Emperor would attack Li City for no 

reason. 

Moreover, Chu Tianxiong had arrived here much earlier, and some of the elites of the Furious Dragon 

Legion were also stationed in Li City. He had never thought that the Blood Monster Emperor was 

coveting the divine fire. 

Chapter 307 Escape 

Dual origin-grade bloodline circulation! The four great amplification skills were powerful! 

At this moment, Lu Benwei’s combat power reached its peak. He only had one goal, and that was to get 

Lu Ziling back! 

Lu Benwei hugged the mountain and charged toward the Blood Monster Emperor. 



“Boom!” 

This was an extremely powerful strike. The mountains were overturned, and the sun, moon, and stars 

lost their light. 

The Blood Monster Emperor was hit hard by the mountain, and his body staggered. He opened his 

mouth in disbelief. He did not expect a human kid who was only level 40 or so to be able to hurt him. If 

he was left unchecked, he would become a huge threat to the entire monster clan. 

“Roar!” 

The Blood Monster Emperor’s roar shook the mountains and rivers. He stretched out his huge wings and 

instantly covered the sky and the sun. Li City was shrouded in darkness. 

“Seal of Mountains and Seas, Seal of the Vast Oceans!” 

With the help of the one-click skill, Lu Benwei’s proficiency in the Mountain Sea Seal had been pushed to 

the extreme. 

If Lu Benwei could only control a small mountain and a small stream at the start… Now, he could destroy 

mountains and break seas with just a slight push. 

At that moment, the seawater was roaring and spurting out countless waves that reached the nine 

levels of space and the eighteen levels of hell, hitting the Blood Monster Emperor. 

“Boom!” 

The steel-like waves slammed into the Blood Monster Emperor, and the endless tension showed its 

power. Blood wounds appeared on the Blood Monster Emperor’s body, and the power was 

unimaginable. 

However, the Blood Monster Emperor was, after all, a Monster King. To him, this kind of injury could be 

healed in just a breath. 

In the next second, the tables were turned. The Blood Monster Emperor clenched his fist and punched 

out. 

“Boom!” 

Lu Benwei held the mountain to block, but after feeling the power of the Blood Monster Emperor, his 

expression changed instantly. 

The mountain changed color and trembled violently, causing rocks to roll down. Lu Benwei’s internal 

organs were almost shattered, and he coughed out blood as he was sent flying. 

Seeing this, Chu Tianxiong’s forehead shone with divine light. 

A person that looked exactly like him flew out and caught Lu Benwei. 

“Lu Benwei, are you okay?” the man asked. 

“I’m fine,” Lu Benwei recognized Chu Tianxiong’s voice and replied. 



“That’s good. Leave the Blood Monster Emperor to me, and you take care of those Blood Monsters.” 

Chu Tianxiong knew that Lu Benwei would not leave, so he changed his words. “I’ll bring Lu Ziling back.” 

Lu Benwei gratefully looked at Chu Tianxiong flying toward the Blood Monster Emperor and then joining 

the battle to help Chu Tianxiong get rid of those who were disturbing him. 

… 

One big and one small Chu Tianxiong soared into the sky and faced the Blood Monster Emperor. 

“Blood Monster Emperor, let her go!” 

The Blood Monster Emperor smiled noncommittally and said, “You want me to release the divine flame? 

Chu Tianxiong, what kind of dream are you having?!” 

The two people’s words did not get along and immediately launched a world-shocking great showdown. 

All kinds of divine and demonic light burst out. Wisps and streaks of them intertwined with each other, 

cutting the sky into a large net. 

What was surprising was that the strength of the miniature Chu Tianxiong was the same as Chu 

Tianxiong. 

“Divine Sense Avatar?” The Blood Monster Emperor’s brows rose and fell, and his gaze was very heavy. 

“Chu Tianxiong, you even know such a technique? Be careful or you’ll die a horrible death!” 

That miniature Chu Tianxiong was formed from Chu Tianxiong’s consciousness and was a manifestation 

of his soul. He had the same strength as Chu Tianxiong. However, if the soul and body were damaged, 

the real body would suffer a hundred times the damage. 

Chu Tianxiong roared. “I’ll kill you, it’ll be a worthy death!” 

After saying that, the two bodies moved, and the power of nine elements surrounded each of them. 

They intertwined and combined into a strange light of eighty-one elements. It was like a dream, and it 

was colorful. 

An elemental storm erupted, and a beam of light that soared into the sky bombarded the Blood Monster 

Emperor. Wherever it went, the space collapsed and shrank, revealing the void. 

The Blood Monster Emperor spread his wings and raised his hands in front of his chest. A blood-colored 

demonic light was condensed, and the demonic power surged. It was extremely terrifying! 

“Bang!” 

The blood-red demonic light dispersed, and countless powerful blood-red demonic lights bombarded 

Chu Tianxiong. 

“Boom!” 

The colorful elemental storm and the blood-red demonic light collided with each other. There was a 

loud rumble, and the mountains, rivers, sun, and moon were shattered. 

This was a clash between two kings, and a destructive shockwave burst forth as the two collided. 



Below him, the city that had long since been devoid of people instantly turned into a purgatory. Tall 

buildings collapsed, and sand and debris flew high into the sky, scattering the clouds. 

It was like the end of the world, a battle between peerless powerhouses. The disaster it caused was 

beyond imagination, and anyone who saw it would feel their scalp go numb. 

The two world-destroying skills were still clashing, and the sun, moon, and stars were fleeing. The 

shockwaves shattered the void and destroyed everything. 

Lu Benwei, who was hiding behind Chu Tianxiong, watched this shocking attack, his eyes full of shock. At 

this moment, he finally realized the difference between him and the peerless master. He was still too 

weak. 

“Pfft!” 

Suddenly, Chu Tianxiong coughed out a large mouthful of blood and retreated continuously. 

Lu Benwei hurriedly stepped forward and supported him. “Commander Chu, are you okay?” 

Chu Tianxiong wiped the blood from the corner of his mouth and nod his head. “I’m fine. Damn it, the 

Blood Monster Emperor’s skin is really thick,” he cursed after a pause. 

On the other side, the Blood Monster Emperor was also retreating continuously. A corner of his wings 

that covered the sky had been torn off. He was in a very sorry state. It was obvious that he had been 

injured quite badly. 

Seeing that his wings were damaged, the Blood Monster Emperor was shocked and furious. “Chu 

Tianxiong, I’ll never forget this. I hope that you’ll still be alive when I rule the Dragon Kingdom!” 

With that, the Blood Monster Emperor gestured with his hand, and the blood-colored vortex 

reappeared. He was ready to escape. 

Chu Tianxiong was not willing to let him go. With his internal injuries, he attacked again. 

The Blood Monster Emperor’s eyes narrowed as he roared. “My underlings, stop him!” 

The divine fire was already in his hands, and the plan was close to completion. There was no need for 

the Blood Monster Emperor to fight Chu Tianxiong to the death. 

In an instant, countless Blood Monsters rushed over and blocked Chu Tianxiong’s path. 

“Chi…” 

Each Blood Monster shot out a blood-red demonic light, which intertwined and formed a terrifying 

demonic light beam. 

“Old Chu, I’ll help you!” 

A deep voice came from the horizon. The main force of the Furious Dragon Legion had also arrived. 

At the same time, from all directions of Li City, powerful armies rushed over to provide reinforcements, 

surrounding and annihilating the Blood Monster Clan. 



The Blood Monster Emperor was furious, but he could only run away with the divine fire. 

Countless Blood Monsters sacrificed their lives and pounced toward the human army, blocking all 

obstacles. The effect was obvious. Countless experts were trapped and could not advance. 

Chu Tianxiong was also constantly coughing out blood as he hurriedly dealt with the Blood Monster 

Clan. 

Seeing that the Blood Monster Emperor was about to leave, Chu Tianxiong’s eyes turned fiery red, and 

he gritted his teeth so hard that they shattered. 

The Blood Monster Emperor saw that he was about to enter the blood-colored vortex, and the corners 

of his mouth began to rise. He looked at his grandson and Lu Ziling in his hands and laughed. 

“Grandson, we’ve succeeded. When we return to our territory, no one, no magical monster, will be able 

to stop our Blood Monster Clan from ascending!” 

Chapter 308 Bronze Temple’s Might 

When everyone saw that the Blood Monster Emperor wanted to escape, they were unwilling to give up 

and wanted to block him with all their might. 

However, the Blood Monsters kept pouncing on them. They blocked the sky and blocked every human 

expert. 

The Blood Monster Emperor looked at the humans who did not care about their heads or tails and 

laughed mockingly. 

“Grandson, did you see that? How pathetic these humans are!” 

The Blood Monster Prince’s expression was the complete opposite. He said to the Blood Monster 

Emperor, “Grandfather, let me out. I want to have a fight with that human brat.” 

The Blood Monster Emperor waved his hands and shouted coldly, “You can’t! Don’t you know what the 

most important thing right now is? I’ve already obtained the divine fire, and my demonic technique is 

about to be completed. I can’t miss this opportunity because of a small matter. There’s an old human 

saying, ‘a little impatience spoils a great plan.’ I hope you remember it.” 

The Blood Monster Prince was speechless and lowered his head. 

When the Blood Monster Emperor saw his grandson was repenting, he nodded in relief. 

The Blood Monster Emperor raised his head slightly and glanced at the human powerhouses around him 

before he left. At the same time, he was looking for Lu Benwei. A human who was not even level 50 had 

such powerful might. It was truly impressive. In the future, he would become a great threat to the 

monster clan! 

Suddenly, the Blood Monster Emperor’s body trembled violently as if he had suffered a shocking blow. 

He felt as if his head was about to explode. 

With a muffled groan, the Blood Monster Emperor dispelled this discomfort. Then, he focused his gaze 

and saw the human who had launched the soul attack! 



It was Lu Benwei! 

The Blood Monster Emperor’s body trembled. He had not expected it to be this kid again. 

“Human, you asked for this!” 

After saying that, the Blood Monster Emperor made his move. Blood-colored demonic light spurted out, 

and the surging demonic power was extremely powerful, sweeping through all obstacles! 

At this moment, Lu Benwei’s combat power had reached its peak. 

Dual origin-grade bloodline circulation! The four great enhancement skills strengthened his body! The 

incomplete spirit stigmata also hung above his head! 

All the human powerhouses were fighting against the Blood Monsters. Only he, who was unremarkable, 

had used the Dark Moon Shadow Strike to break out of the heavy encirclement and faced the powerful 

Blood Monster Emperor! 

Lu Benwei used the Holy Light Shield to block all attacks! However, the Holy Light Shield was like paper 

under the blood-red demonic light. It did not even last a second! 

Lu Benwei was not surprised. The difference in strength between the Blood Monster Emperor and him 

was not small. 

However, he only had one goal, and that was to save Lu Ziling. He swung his fists, and the stars 

exploded. His fists filled the entire sky like meteors, and he attacked the Blood Monster Emperor. 

The Blood Monster Emperor did not move. He stood in the air and allowed the fists to hit his body. 

“Too weak, too weak.” The Blood Monster Emperor laughed and mocked Lu Benwei ruthlessly. 

Lu Benwei was not afraid at all. He took out his sword and shot out a destructive sword light! 

“Swish!” 

The destructive sword radiance surged into the sky and surged in all directions! 

However, in front of the Blood Monster Emperor’s blood-red demonic light, they were like paper. 

“Myriad Thunder Skill!” 

The lightning struck out, but it was still as thin as paper! 

The Ten Thousand Lightning Killing Formation was still the same. Under the impact of the blood-red 

demonic light, it was all turned into nothing! 

“Boom!” 

The blood-red demonic light was about to hit Lu Benwei! 

At this moment, everyone looked over and was shocked! There was only one outcome for a level-40 

youth who had been hit by the blood-red demonic light. 

Die! 



“Annoying fellow!” Chu Yan roared, her heart shattered into pieces. 

“What?!” Chen Yuan was also shocked. “How dare this kid?!” 

Now, they did not have time to go to Lu Benwei. They could only pray that god would leave Lu Benwei’s 

corpse intact. 

At this critical moment, Lu Benwei’s forehead suddenly flashed with a green light. It gradually grew 

bigger and enveloped Lu Benwei. 

“Boom!” 

The blood-red demonic light crashed into the green light, and a deafening sound of collision erupted! 

The blood-red demonic light was offset, but the green light did not move. Instead, it became more and 

more dazzling! 

Everyone was shocked! Just what was it that could block such a shocking attack? However, only a few 

people knew what it was! 

Lu Benwei also knew that the bronze temple was under this green light! However, his eyes were also 

filled with shock and horror! 

“What? He blocked it?!” The Blood Monster Emperor was shocked. 

Lu Benwei saw that the bronze temple could even block the attack of a level-90 Monster King, and a 

bold idea appeared in his mind. He activated the bronze temple, causing it to continue growing until it 

returned to its original size. 

The Blood Monster Emperor had a bad feeling and sped up to escape toward the blood-colored vortex. 

Lu Benwei did not let him go. He waved the bronze temple at the Blood Monster Emperor. It was like a 

flying green dragon, sweeping everything with extreme speed! 

“Boom!” 

The bronze temple slammed down viciously like a divine weapon. It was extremely powerful and 

revealed great pressure as it attacked! 

“Pa!” 

“Pfft!” 

The Blood Monster Emperor immediately opened his mouth and spat out a mouthful of bright red 

blood. It contained the origin demonic power, and he was sent flying. 

Everyone was dumbfounded. This thing could be used like this? 

Moreover, its power could no longer be described as a weapon. It was like a divine weapon of the 

heavenly court! 

Lu Benwei was very satisfied with the power of the bronze temple and moved again! 

... 



“Pa!” 

“Pfft!” 

The Blood Monster Emperor coughed up a mouthful of blood and continued to attack the bronze 

temple! 

However, everything was in vain. In front of the bronze temple, everything was like paper. All the 

attacks were turned into nothing under Lu Benwei’s bombardment. 

No one could describe the current situation. 

A level-45 magician dared to move a bronze temple and beat up a level-90 superior Monster King. 

The divine light of the bronze temple flowed, and it was incomparably sacred and majestic. It was as 

heavy as billions of pounds, and it could crush the heavens and earth! 

Under his attack, the Blood Monster Emperor could only be defeated! 

In the end, the Blood Monster Emperor could not take it anymore. He let go of his grandson and Lu 

Ziling’s hands, and the two lights escaped one after another! 

“No!” 

The Blood Monster Emperor roared as he coughed up blood. 

... 

A ray of light flew toward Lu Benwei. The Blood Monster Emperor flapped his wings and also flew 

toward Lu Benwei. 

Seeing this, Lu Benwei cursed, thinking that this was the Blood Monster. He stomped his feet in the air 

and flew toward another light to save Lu Ziling. 

One big and one small, one human and one demon, brushed past each other. Both sides did not expect 

to attack each other at this time, and there was only that light in their eyes. 

Lu Benwei only had the divine weapon bronze temple, while the Blood Monster Emperor had a level 

suppression. 

The Blood Monster Emperor’s speed was very fast because the light that was chasing after him was his 

life. 

Lu Benwei’s speed was also very fast, and his eyes were full of Lu Ziling’s shadow. 

“I’ve caught you, I’ve caught you.” Lu Benwei and the Blood Monster Emperor caught the figure in the 

light at the same time. They were so excited that their lips began to tremble. 

Soon, Lu Benwei was stunned. The size of the person he was hugging did notf seem right. 

Chapter 309 The Secret of the Blood Monster Clan 

The person Lu Benwei was carrying was none other than the Blood Monster Prince, the imperial 

grandson of the Blood Monster Clan. 



“Why is it you?!” Lu Benwei was stunned. 

When the Blood Monster Prince saw that it was not his grandfather who caught him, his expression 

instantly changed to that of Lu Benwei. 

“I should be the one asking you!” the Blood Monster Prince replied coldly. 

At that moment, the Blood Monster Emperor flew into the sky and headed toward the blood-colored 

vortex. 

Lu Benwei panicked. He circulated his Lightning Speed to the maximum and used both his hands to 

control the bronze temple to smash the Blood Monster Emperor. 

It was too late. The Blood Monster Emperor’s escape speed was very fast, and in the blink of an eye, he 

had disappeared along with the blood-colored vortex. 

“Lu Benwei, are you okay?” Chu Tianxiong flew to Lu Benwei’s side and asked with concern. 

At the same time, his eyes were filled with shock. It was no exaggeration to say that the Blood Monster 

Emperor was defeated by Lu Benwei using the bronze temple. 

Although most of it was due to the power of the bronze temple, Lu Benwei’s contribution was still 

significant. 

At this moment, Lu Benwei’s heart was burning with anxiety, and he was completely at a loss. 

Lu Benwei tilted his head and looked at the Blood Monster Prince, who was still stunned. 

“Whoosh!” 

Lu Benwei’s speed was extremely fast, and he arrived in front of the Blood Monster Prince in the blink of 

an eye. 

“Boom!” 

Lu Benwei’s fist contained magnificent power of lightning and smashed out. At the same time, the four 

enhancement skills and the double origin-level bloodlines burst with shocking power and poured into 

the Blood Monster Prince. 

“Argh!” 

The Blood Monster Prince coughed out blood and was sent flying. 

Lu Benwei continued to press forward, his fists spinning like a wheel of fire. 

“Boom, boom, boom!” 

The Blood Monster Prince kept coughing blood and flapped his wings to dodge. 

“Madman, madman, madman!” the Blood Monster Prince cried out in fear. He felt an indescribable fear 

for Lu Benwei. 

Lu Benwei was too terrifying. His eyes were filled with anger and his face was gloomy as if he had just 

walked out of hell. 



The moment the Blood Monster Prince accidentally looked into Lu Benwei’s eyes, the fear in the Blood 

Monster Prince’s heart rose involuntarily, and cold sweat flowed out of every hair pore. 

“Tell me, why did you capture Lu Ziling?!” Lu Benwei punched out, and his roar shook the mountains 

and rivers. 

This punch landed on the Blood Monster Prince’s spine. With a crackling sound, he fell headfirst to the 

ground. 

“Boom!” 

In an instant, smoke and dust rose into the sky. The Blood Monster Prince’s screams continued, and his 

eyes were filled with shock and anger! 

“You dare to hit me?” the blood demon shouted with all his might. The next second, he laughed wildly. 

“Human, my grandfather is a high-level Monster King. Let me give you a piece of advice. You’d better 

treat me with good wine, good food, and good women. Otherwise, when my grandfather rules the 

world, none of you will be able to escape!” 

“Your grandfather doesn’t care about you anymore. Where do you get the confidence to negotiate with 

me?” Lu Benwei sneered. 

The Blood Monster Prince was stunned. After a long time, he said, “That’s impossible. My grandfather is 

only retreating temporarily. He’ll come back to save me soon!” 

Lu Benwei did not want to waste time talking to him. He kicked the Blood Monster Prince and made him 

roll on the ground. 

“Speak, why did you spend so much effort to capture Lu Ziling?” 

The Blood Monster Prince coughed out blood, but his eyes were filled with disdain. 

“I’ve already said that when my grandfather masters the divine technique, you humans will have to 

crawl under the feet of our Blood Monster Clan!” 

Lu Benwei was stunned. The Blood Monster Prince’s words were very clear. Lu Ziling was of great use to 

the Blood Monster Clan! To be precise, the divine fire was very useful to the Blood Monster Emperor! 

“Speak! What are you going to do with the divine fire?! What will happen to Lu Ziling?” 

Lu Benwei’s foot heavily pressed on the Blood Monster Prince’s body, and he continued to exert more 

force. 

The Blood Monster Prince coughed out blood and smiled noncommittally. “You mean the host of the 

divine fire? Of course, she’ll die!” 

Lu Benwei was furious. He threw a punch at the Blood Monster Prince’s face. 

“Pfft!” 

At this moment, the Blood Monster Prince’s face had become a pile of mud. 



Lu Benwei felt some regret. He had wanted to keep the Blood Monster Prince for his own use. 

The Blood Monster Prince’s face quickly recovered in the blink of an eye. 

“What an amazing recovery ability!” Lu Benwei could not help but exclaim. The next second, he saw the 

Blood Monster Prince’s ugly face, which was constantly laughing at him. 

“Are you going to ask me about the territory of the Blood Monster Clan? It’s useless. Other than the 

current Blood Monster Emperor, no one knows where the territory of the Blood Monster Clan is. Even 

my father doesn’t know!” 

“Boom!” 

Lu Benwei was furious. He threw a punch and knocked out the Blood Monster Prince. 

At this time, Chu Yan, Chu Tianxiong, and Chen Yuan had also cleaned up the remaining Blood Monster 

Clan members and found Lu Benwei. 

“Lu Benwei, what’s this?” Chen Yuan looked at the unconscious Blood Monster Prince on the ground 

and asked. 

“This is the Blood Monster Prince, the grandson of the Blood Monster Emperor. He’s also the imperial 

grandson of the Blood Monster Clan.” 

“What?” 

Everyone’s eyes widened when they heard this. 

... 

“So, you didn’t save Lu Ziling?” 

Lu Benwei nodded with difficulty. At this moment, he had a complicated mood. He had never thought 

that the Blood Monster Emperor would give up his grandson for the sake of the divine fire. From this, 

one could see the importance of the divine fire to the Blood Monster Emperor. 

At this moment, everyone realized the seriousness of the matter. The monster clan valued bloodline and 

dignity. They would never allow humans to taint their bloodline. 

“Father, what should we do now? That’s Lu Benwei’s sister!” Chu Yan felt anxious for Lu Benwei. 

“Yanyan, Lu Benwei, don’t worry. I’ll find out the location of the Blood Monster Clan’s territory and 

rescue Lu Ziling.” Chu Tianxiong’s thoughts were simple. 

The Blood Monster Emperor had given up his grandson for the sake of the divine fire. This also proved 

that the divine fire was very useful to the Blood Monster Emperor. It was also because it could extend 

his life. It was rumored that the current Blood Monster Emperor did not have much time left. 

Or, a huge increase in strength. In short, if either of them was realized, it would be a great disaster for 

mankind. 

Chu Tianxiong, as the national pillar of the Dragon Kingdom, would naturally set an example and stop all 

of this. 



“Principal Chen, I’ll have to trouble you with something,” Chu Tianxiong cupped his hands and said. 

“Please speak.” 

“Since the Blood Monster Emperor is interested in the divine fire, there must be some unknown secret 

technique that can extend his life or greatly increase his strength,” Chu Tianxiong said. 

... 

“I’ll have to trouble you to work with the principals of the nine hunter universities to help me find out 

more about this secret technique.” 

“It’s my honor to contribute to the cause of feral elimination!” Chen Yuan said. 

Chapter 310 After the Disaster 

After that, Chu Tianxiong decided to report the situation to the higher-ups of the Dragon Kingdom. He 

was ready to leave immediately and head to the capital of the Dragon Kingdom, Yan Jing! 

In the end, Lu Benwei followed behind Chu Tianxiong as if he had something to ask of him. 

“Lu Benwei, do you have something to say?” Chu Tianxiong asked after a pause. 

Lu Benwei was stunned and then said, “Yes, Commander Chu. I do have a presumptuous request.” 

“It’s about Lu Ziling?” Chu Tianxiong saw through Lu Benwei’s thoughts at a glance. “Are you thinking of 

joining us in our expedition if we find the Blood Monster Clan’s territory?” 

“Yes!” Lu Benwei’s eyes lit up. 

“No!” 

He did not expect to be met with Chu Tianxiong’s righteous rejection. Lu Benwei was not surprised. 

The conquest of the Blood Monster Clan, one of the 72 demon monster clans, was of great importance. 

Every member of the Blood Monster Clan was an elite among the elites. 

Lu Benwei felt that he was not qualified enough yet. However, he did not want to give up, so he said in a 

deep voice, “Commander Chu, if I can reach level 60 before you set off, can I go with you?” 

Chu Tianxiong was stunned for a moment, then he asked again, “Child, what did you just say?” 

Lu Benwei repeated with a firm look in his eyes. “If I can reach level 60 before you guys set off, can I go 

with you?” 

Chu Tianxiong was surprised. “Child, although we don’t know the whereabouts of the Blood Monster 

Clan’s territory, with the coordination and promotion of the Dragon Kingdom’s higher-ups, it will 

definitely not take more than two months to find the Blood Monster Clan’s whereabouts. I don’t think 

anyone can jump from level 45 to level 60 in two months.” 

After a short pause, Chu Tianxiong continued, “But you give me a feeling that you’re the only one in the 

world who can do it! So, I agree to your request!” 

Lu Benwei’s eyes lit up and he cupped his fists. “Many thanks, Commander Chu!” 



When Commander Chu heard this, he nodded in relief. Then, his gaze turned to Chu Yan and became 

gentle. 

“Yanyan, I might not be able to come home again this year for the new year…” 

Chu Tianxiong no longer had his usual dignity, his tone was filled with kindness. 

“You have to be good at home during the new year. Don’t…” 

Before he could finish, Chu Tianxiong let out a deep sigh. 

“Tsk, that’s what you say all the time. I’m sick of hearing it.” Chu Yan kicked away a small stone by her 

shoe to vent her dissatisfaction. 

Chu Tianxiong laughed dryly and shrugged his shoulders to hide the embarrassment on his face. Finally, 

he sighed helplessly and turned his head. 

“Principal Chen, I’ll have to trouble you to get rid of this matter.” 

“Sure!” Chen Yuan said righteously. 

Very quickly, Chu Tianxiong gathered the members of the Furious Dragon Legion and left Li City. 

Looking at the Furious Dragon Legion leaving, Chen Yuan shrugged and waved his hand. “The two of you 

must be exhausted after such a great battle, right? Have a good rest for a few days. We’ll return to 

school after that.” 

“What about you, Principal?” Chu Yan asked. 

Chen Yuan waved his hand and said, “As for me, of course I’m going to work with the other eight 

principals to come up with the idea of the Blood Monster Emperor kidnapping Lu…” 

Chen Yuan paused and carefully glanced at Lu Benwei. Seeing that he was fine, Chen Yuan continued, 

“Will investigate what the use of the divine fire that the Blood Monster Emperor has taken away is.” 

Chen Yuan slapped his thigh and said, “Oh no, that guy was taken away by Commander Chu.” 

When the three of them heard this, they all looked at the Blood Monster Prince. 

“With the Furious Dragon Legion’s methods, we can definitely force out the Blood Monster Clan’s 

territory.” 

Chu Yan was also extremely remorseful for throwing a tantrum at Chu Tianxiong. 

“It’s no use, I’ve already asked. Other than the Blood Monster Emperor, no one else knows about the 

Blood Monster Clan’s territory,” Lu Benwei said lightly, his tone like a pool of dead water. 

Chen Yuan and Chu Yan were stunned and swallowed their saliva. “Are you sure?” 

Lu Benwei nodded slightly. 

“Alright,” the two of them said in unison. 



“That’s good,” Chen Yuan said, “Leave it to me so we can interrogate the Blood Monster Emperor about 

why he stole the divine fire.” 

At this moment, Chen Yuan did not dare to mention Lu Ziling’s name. 

Last time, Lu Benwei learned that Lu Ziling had the fire of god and almost tore down the school. 

This time, Lu Ziling had been kidnapped, and her whereabouts were unknown. If Lu Benwei was 

provoked again, who knew what kind of trouble he would cause? It was possible that he could even 

pierce the sky. 

Chu Yan was smart and tried to divert Lu Benwei’s attention. 

“Annoying fellow, the battle is so intense. I wonder how Uncle and Aunty are doing. Let’s go find them.” 

Lu Benwei squeezed out a smile and said, “Let’s go. We can visit Mr. Liu and Lin Feng while we’re at it.” 

“They’re all fine.” Chu Yan held Lu Benwei’s arm and pulled him toward the refugee center. 

… 

Li City was severely damaged, and half of the city was destroyed. 

The refugee center had been seriously overloaded. There was a sea of people inside. The screams of 

injuries, quarrels and curses, and complaints about the hot water were endless. 

Chu Yan pulled Lu Benwei through the crowd and finally found Lu Dayong and Jiang Xiuqin in a corner. 

They stayed with Liu Yi. At the same time, they found Lin Feng, Zhao Xiaoqi, and Hai Yue. 

When Lu Dayong and Jiang Xiuqin saw Lu Benwei, their hearts were finally at ease. 

“Little Lu, it’s great that you’re fine. You’re not hurt, are you?” Jiang Xiuqin’s tears fell. 

Lu Benwei shook his head and squeezed out a smile. “I’m fine. I’m fine.” 

“Oh right, where’s your sister?” Lu Dayong asked. 

Chu Yan’s expression immediately changed. Her brain was working like crazy, thinking about how to 

change the topic. 

... 

However, Lu Benwei scratched his head and said, “I don’t know. We came here together. She saw a 

patient on the way and went to help. She might be here in a while.” 

When Chu Yan heard this, the heavy stone in her throat fell. 

On the side, Lu Dayong and Jiang Xiuqin heaved a sigh of relief. Their hearts were finally at ease. 

“This girl, look at the time, she still doesn’t want to hurry home.” Jiang Xiuqin complained. 

Lu Dayong was very happy. “What’s the big deal? The country is in trouble. Ziling is doing this to make a 

small contribution to the country.” 



“Lu Benwei, I have to criticize you on this point. You should learn from your sister and have a bigger 

view!” 

“I know, Dad.” Lu Benwei grinned. 

Lu Dayong nodded with relief and turned his gaze to Chu Yan. 

“You… You must be Chu Yan, right?” 

Lu Dayong’s words also caught Jiang Xiuqin’s attention, and her eyes lit up. 

“I knew that this girl was beautiful, but I didn’t expect that she would be even more beautiful than she 

was on the live broadcast!” 

 


